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≪Praying for everyone’s happiness ≫
This winter, New York State suffered series of worst snowstorms in
hundred years.
May is arriving soon so the coldest days, of course, are behind us. Yet,
although we at times feel the presence of spring, the temperature would
suddenly drop. Thus, we are currently still bracing our minds and bodies
as we look forward to the much awaited spring in full bloom. This will
be the second spring season I will welcome since I started living in New
York. For some reason, the outside scenery, which passed by without
notice last year, is now taking my breath away.
The tall trees lining the streets which had dropped their leaves during the
winter had been standing still storing the gifts of the earth as they waited
for the arrival of spring. Now the elegant white flowers of the Jacaranda
trees are swaying faintly with the gentle flow of the wind.
“How lovely!” Early in the morning when it was still very chilly, I
At the park behind Dharma
automatically stopped and looked up at the Jacaranda flowers blooming de- center
lightfully.
Jacaranda trees form an arch on the street. During the winter, they patiently endure the cold snow, storing nutrients and steadily wait for their turn to appear. When they realize their time has arrived, the Jacaranda flowers burst into bloom in unison. I was totally mesmerized calling to these flowers saying,
“Amazing!”
It happened the other day. The World News reported that a passenger ship sank at the sea off Jindo in the
southwest coast of South Korea.
With the death tolls and missing people topping 300, it has become a catastrophic incident. Of the total
470 passengers, 300 were high school students on a school trip.
Why did a passenger ship weighing over 6000 tons capsize? I feel anguished with a painful tightening in
my chest. At present, I can only pray that as quickly as possible and as many as possible would be miraculously rescued.
Even now, many people are losing their irreplaceable precious lives and distress is felt as the rescue effort continues. With this tragedy, the South Koreans, particularly the families, must be feeling miserably
helpless, filled with deep grief and anger.
The cause is not yet determined and there seems to be considerable discussion over the possibilities.
However, such unanticipated pitfalls are definitely not foreign to other countries.
We, Buddhists, are taught that the original source of all our lives is one. Therefore, the grief, suffering,
and pain of others is not about someone else. Through this sad and painful tragedy, the thought that this
is definitely not about another country was deeply etched into my mind.
While praying with wishes for everyone’s happiness, I send my deepest condolences.
Now, at present, in my encounters with many people, I am deeply moved every day as I witness the
compassionate workings of the Buddha (Truth・Dharma).
That is because I witness the joy they feel when they are able to see the light which exist deep within
their precious life light up as they come in contact with the Buddha’s teachings.
“Right now, I want to live the life I have been given as best as I can to shine brilliantly!!” We have
been given the gift of life by the great life force of the Buddha and thus we believe that is our mission
Just like the Jacaranda flowers elegantly in full bloom all over Manhattan after passing through the frigid
winter…..
Gassho
New York Church Minister
Etsuko Fujita
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Activities of New York Church in April 2014

4/6 Kotan-e, the Celebration of the Anniversary of the Birth of Shakyamuni Buddha was held. The participants, one by one,
poured sweet tea over the mini statue of Shakyamuni Buddha, surrounded by beautiful flowers, to celebrate his birth.
Thereafter, Mrs. Yukiko (Judy) Yoshitsu gave her testimonial.
4/9 Monthly Memorial Service for April was held.
4/13 Sunday Service was held.
4/15 Shakyamuni Buddha Memorial Day Service was held, followed by Steering Committee meeting.
4/21 Service for Traffic Safety was held.

The flower of This month by Yoshi
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4/6 Buddhas Birthday
Ceremony

The Conferment for Certificate of Appointment to Kayoko in Florida area/
4/6 Sharing Face by Yukiko

MC Michael
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